Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A psychological process of interest to both basic and clinical neuroscientists is cognitive control. As a hallmark of higher cortical function, cognitive control allows flexible behaviors and adaptations to changing environment. Altered cognitive control has been implicated in a number of clinical conditions, including substance dependence (de Wit and Richards [@CR21]; Baler and Volkow [@CR3]; Fellows [@CR26]; Goldstein and Volkow [@CR31]; Jentsch and Taylor [@CR49]; Kalenscher et al. [@CR50]; Moeller et al. [@CR73]) and depression (Compton et al. [@CR18]; Fales et al. [@CR25]; Hardin et al. [@CR39]; Harvey et al. [@CR40]; Holmes and Pizzagalli [@CR43], [@CR44]; Matthews et al. [@CR68]; see also [Discussion](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}). Men and women show important clinical differences in these illnesses (Brienza and Stein [@CR11]; Brady and Randall [@CR9]; Hyde et al. [@CR46]; Leach et al. [@CR51]; Sinha and Rounsaville [@CR90]).

Gender differences in brain activity during cognitive processing have begun to receive attention in the recent literature of functional neuroimaging. For instance, gender differences in regional brain activation have been observed in behavioral tasks requiring word generation (Bell et al. [@CR5]; Gizewski et al. [@CR30]), visual word learning (Chen et al. [@CR13]), spatial attention (Bell et al. [@CR5]), execution of a visuospatial plan (Boghi et al. [@CR8]; Unterrainer et al. [@CR98]), working memory (Bell et al. [@CR5]; Gaab et al. [@CR29]; Goldstein et al. [@CR32]; Mitchell [@CR72]; Ragland et al. [@CR81]; Speck et al. [@CR91]; Schweinsburg et al. [@CR87]), and target and novelty detection (Gur et al. [@CR36]). Although many of these findings are new and require replication, gender differences in functional brain organization seem to be obtained from basic sensory and motor processing to complex cognitive and emotive functions (Hamann and Canli [@CR38]; Li et al. [@CR55]; Wager et al. [@CR101]; Wager and Ochsner [@CR100]; see also Cosgrove et al. [@CR20] for a review of sex differences in brain structure and chemistry).

To date, however, we know very little about the neural mechanisms underlying the gender differences in cognitive control. In particular, whether and how men and women differ in the component processes of cognitive control have not been investigated. The present study aims to explore this important gap of knowledge. The stop signal task (SST) is one of the most common paradigms used to examine cognitive control (Logan [@CR63]; Logan and Cowan [@CR64]). In the SST, the dominant or more frequent stimulus constitutes a go signal requiring subjects to respond within a time window therefore setting up a prepotent response tendency. The other, less frequent, no-go or stop signal instructs subjects to refrain from making the response. With a procedure to track participants' performance, the difficulty of the task can be adjusted trial by trial such that participants make errors half of the time despite their constant effort to avoid making errors. Using this paradigm, distinct component processes, including response inhibition, error detection and post-error behavioral adjustment are evoked (Chevrier et al. [@CR14]; Li et al. [@CR55], [@CR60], [@CR61]; Li and Sinha [@CR53]; Liotti et al. [@CR62]; Schachar et al. [@CR86]; Stahl and Gibbons [@CR92]; Stevens et al. [@CR94]). Prior neuroimaging studies have attempted to elucidate the neural mechanisms underlying each of the component processes of cognitive control during the SST (Chevrier et al. [@CR14]; Li et al. [@CR57], [@CR58], [@CR60]; Stevens et al. [@CR94]).

The current work extends our previous preliminary study examining gender differences in motor response inhibition during the SST (Li et al. [@CR55]), specifically recruiting more men and women subjects in order to examine gender differences in the component processes of cognitive control. We briefly speculate on the implications of the current findings for the gender differences in depressive and impulse control disorders.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Subjects and behavioral task {#Sec3}
----------------------------

Sixty adult healthy subjects (30 females, 22--42 years of age, all right-handed and using their right hand to respond) were included in this study. The current sample includes 40 subjects who were recruited in our previous work (Li et al. [@CR55]). All subjects signed a written consent after details of the study were explained, in accordance to institute guidelines and procedures approved by the Yale Human Investigation Committee.

We employed a simple reaction time (RT) task in this stop-signal paradigm (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). There were two trial types: "go" and "stop," randomly intermixed. A small dot appeared on the screen to engage attention and eye fixation at the beginning of a go trial. After a randomized time interval (fore-period) anywhere between 1 and 5 s, the dot turned into a circle, prompting the subjects to quickly press a button. The circle vanished at button press or after 1 s had elapsed, whichever came first, and the trial terminated. A premature button press prior to the appearance of the circle also terminated the trial. Three quarters of all trials were go trials. In a stop trial, an additional "X," the "stop" signal, appeared after the go signal. The subjects were told to withhold button press upon seeing the stop signal. Likewise, a trial terminated at button press or when 1 s had elapsed since the appearance of the stop signal. The stop trials constituted the remaining one quarter of the trials. There was an inter-trial-interval of 2 s. Fig. 1Stop signal paradigm. In "go" trials (75%) observers responded to the go signal (a circle) and in "stop" trials (25%) they had to withhold the response when they saw the stop signal (an X). In both trials the go signal appeared after a randomized time interval between 1 to 5 s (the fore-period or FP, uniform distribution) following the appearance of the fixation point. The go signal disappeared at the time of button press or when 1 s had elapsed, whichever came first, ending the trial. In a stop trial, the stop signal replaced the go signal by a time delay---the stop signal delay (SSD). The SSD was updated according to a staircase procedure, whereby it increased and decreased by 64 ms following a stop success and stop error trial, respectively

It would be easier for the subject to withhold the response if the stop signal appeared immediately or early after the go signal, and the reverse applied if the time interval between the stop and the go signals (or the stop-signal delay, SSD) was extended. The SSD started at 200 ms and varied from one stop trial to the next according to a staircase procedure: if the subject succeeded in withholding the response, the SSD increased by 64 ms, making it more difficult to succeed again in the next stop trial; conversely, if a subject failed, SSD decreased by 64 ms, making it easier for the next stop trial. With the staircase procedure, a "critical" SSD could be computed that represents the time delay required for the subject to succeed in withholding a response half of the time in the stop trials (Levitt [@CR52]).

One way to understand the stop signal task (SST) is in terms of a horse race model with a go process and a stop process racing toward a finishing line (Logan [@CR63]). The go process prepares and generates the movement while the stop process inhibits movement initiation: whichever process finishes first determines whether a response will be initiated or not. Importantly, the go and stop processes race toward the activation threshold independently. Thus, the time required for the stop signal to be processed so a response is withheld (i.e., stop signal reaction time or SSRT) can be computed on the basis of the go trial RT distribution and the odds of successful inhibitions for different time delays between go and stop signals. This is done by estimating the critical SSD at which a response can be correctly stopped in approximately 50% of the stop trials. With the assumptions of this "horse-race" model, the SSRT could then be computed in the current tracking stop signal task for each individual subject by subtracting the critical SSD from the median go trial RT. Generally speaking, the SSRT is the time required for a subject to cancel the movement after seeing the stop signal. A longer SSRT indicates poor response inhibition.

Subjects were instructed to respond to the go signal quickly while keeping in mind that a stop signal could come up in a small number of trials. Prior to the fMRI study each subject had a practice session outside the scanner. Each subject completed four 10-min runs of the task with the SSD updated automatically by the program within individual runs and by the investigator across runs. Depending on the actual stimulus timing (e.g., trials varied in fore-period duration) and speed of response, the total number of trials varied slightly across subjects in an experiment. There were approximately 105 trials in a 10-min run, including approximately 79 go trials and 26 stop trials. With the staircase procedure we anticipated that the subjects would succeed in withholding their response in approximately 50% of the stop trials.

We computed the fore-period effect as an index of motor preparedness during the SST (Li et al. [@CR54], [@CR56], [@CR57]; Tseng and Li [@CR97]). Briefly, longer fore-period is associated with faster response time (Bertelson and Tisseyre [@CR7]; Woodrow [@CR106]). Thus, RT of go trials with a fore-period between 3 and 5 s were compared to those with one between 1 and 3 s, and the effect size of RT difference was defined as fore-period effect. We also computed a behavioral index of error monitoring. It is known that in a reaction time (RT) task the RT of a correct response is prolonged following an error, compared to other correct responses, and this prolonged RT is thought to reflect cognitive processes involved in error monitoring (Li et al. [@CR56]; Rabbit [@CR80]). We thus computed the RT difference between the go trials that followed a stop error and those that followed another go trial, and termed this RT difference "post-error slowing" (Hajcak et al. [@CR37]; Li et al. [@CR56], [@CR58]).

Imaging protocol {#Sec4}
----------------

Conventional T~1~-weighted spin echo sagittal anatomical images were acquired for slice localization using a 3T scanner (Siemens Trio). Anatomical images of the functional slice locations were next obtained with spin echo imaging in the axial plane parallel to the AC-PC line with TR = 300 ms, TE = 2.5 ms, bandwidth = 300 Hz/pixel, flip angle = 60°, field of view = 220 × 220 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, 32 slices with slice thickness = 4 mm and no gap. Functional, blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals were then acquired with a single-shot gradient echo echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence. Thirty-two axial slices parallel to the AC-PC line covering the whole brain were acquired with TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 25 ms, bandwidth = 2,004 Hz/pixel, flip angle = 85°, field of view = 220 × 220 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, 32 slices with slice thickness = 4 mm and no gap. Three hundred images were acquired in each run for a total of four runs.

Data analysis: spatial pre-processing of brain images {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------------

Data were analyzed with Statistical Parametric Mapping version 2 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London, U.K.). Images from the first five TRs at the beginning of each trial were discarded to enable the signal to achieve steady-state equilibrium between RF pulsing and relaxation. Images of each individual subject were first corrected for slice timing and realigned (motion-corrected). A mean functional image volume was constructed for each subject for each run from the realigned image volumes. These mean images were normalized to an MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) EPI template with affine registration followed by nonlinear transformation (Ashburner and Friston [@CR2]; Friston et al. [@CR27]). The normalization parameters determined for the mean functional volume were then applied to the corresponding functional image volumes for each subject. Finally, images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 10 mm at Full Width at Half Maximum. The data were high-pass filtered (1/128 Hz cutoff) to remove low-frequency signal drifts.

Data analysis: statistical modeling {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------

We constructed two general linear models (GLM) to examine processes involved in response inhibition, error detection (first GLM), post-error processing, and post-stop trial behavioral adjustment (second GLM). Events of interest were distinguished and modeled for each individual subject, using the GLM with the onsets of go signal in each event of interest convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) and with the temporal derivative of the canonical HRF and entered as regressors in the model (Friston et al. [@CR28]). Realignment parameters in all six dimensions were also entered in the model. Serial autocorrelation was corrected by a first-degree autoregressive or AR(1) model. The general linear model estimated the component of variance that could be explained by each of the regressors. In the first-level analysis, we constructed for each individual subject a number of different statistical contrasts. The *con* or contrast (difference in β) images of the first-level analysis were then used for the second-level group statistics (random effect analysis, Penny and Holmes [@CR76]).

In the first GLM, four types of trial outcomes were distinguished: go success (G), go error (F), stop success (SS) and stop error (SE). Because each G trial was associated with a different reaction time (RT), we entered a column of G trial onset parametrically modulated by its corresponding RT as a regressor in the model. Likewise, because SS and SE trials came with different stop-signal delays (SSD), we entered columns of SS and SE trial onsets parametrically modulated by SSD in the model. We contrasted SS \> SE trials to evaluate brain regions that were differentially activated during stop success and error, which could reflect (stop) signal monitoring, in addition to response inhibition (Li et al. [@CR57], [@CR61]). Thus, as in our previous study, we performed a median split separately for the 30 men and women subjects based on their SSRT and performed a 2 (men vs. women) by 2 (short vs. long SSRT) ANOVA (Li et al. [@CR57]). The two SSRT groups of subjects (men or women) did not differ in any other aspects of stop signal performance including stop success rate and were thus indistinguishable in the extent of signal monitoring. We applied the reverse contrast SE \> SS to evaluate regional brain activation during error processing including affective responses that might differ between stop success and error trials. Compared to stop success, stop error also involved motor activity. We thus expected to observe greater activity in motor structures during SE \> SS as evidence validating the behavioral paradigm and statistical construct.

In the second GLM, G, F, SS, and SE trials were first distinguished. G trials were divided into those that followed a G (pG), SS (pSS) and SE (pSE) trial (Li et al. [@CR60]). Furthermore, pSS and pSE trials were divided into those that increased in RT (pSSi and pSEi, respectively) and those that did not increase in RT (pSSni and pSEni), to allow the isolation of neural processes involved in post-conflict/error behavioral adjustment (Li et al. [@CR58]). To determine whether a pSS/pSE trial increased or did not increase in RT, it was compared to the pG trials that preceded it in time during each session. The pG trials that followed the pSS or pSE trial were not included for comparison because the neural/cognitive processes associated with these pG trials occurred subsequent to and thus could not have a causal effect on the pSS or pSE trial (Li et al. [@CR58]). These regressors were used to develop a second GLM. We constructed for each individual subject the following statistical contrasts: SS vs. SE (to compare with the first GLM and verify the model); pSS vs. pG; pSE vs. pG; pSS vs. pSE (to evaluate post-error processes); and pSSi vs. pSSni, and pSEi vs. pSEni (to identify activations associated with post-conflict and post-error adjustment in RT, respectively).

Brain regions were identified using an atlas (Duvernoy [@CR24]; Mai et al. [@CR65]). In Region of interest (ROI) analysis, we used MarsBaR (Brett et al. [@CR10]; <http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/>) to derive for each individual subject the effect size of activity change for the ROIs. The functional ROIs were defined based on activated clusters from whole brain analysis. All voxel activations are presented in MNI coordinates.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Behavioral performance during the SST {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------

Men and women did not differ in their general task performance, including the success rates of both go and stop trials, median go trial reaction time (RT), stop signal reaction time (SSRT), post-error slowing (PES), and fore-period (FP) effect (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Equitable stop signal performance allowed us to exclude motivation, vigilance, or other general psychological factors in the attribution of gender differences. Behavioral results are also listed separately for SSRT grouping. Within men or women, individuals with short and long SSRT did not differ in any other aspects of stop signal performance (0.136\<Ps\<0.848, two-tailed 2-sample t tests). Table 1Behavioral performance in the stop signal taskSSRT (ms)FP effect (effect size)Median go RT (ms)%go%stopPES (effect size)Women (*n* = 30)209 ± 352.48 ± 1.51543 ± 11196.5 ± 2.950.2 ± 3.11.83 ± 1.45Short SSRT184 ± 262.43 ± 1.20557 ± 10596.8 ± 2.350.4 ± 3.01.98 ± 1.84Long SSRT235 ± 212.54 ± 1.81535 ± 12396.2 ± 3.550.0 ± 3.21.68 ± 0.96Men (*n* = 30)201 ± 422.37 ± 1.42585 ± 13295.3 ± 5.351.0 ± 1.81.56 ± 1.61Short SSRT169 ± 202.76 ± 1.16573 ± 14695.0 ± 5.950.8 ± 1.71.33 ± 1.86Long SSRT232 ± 351.98 ± 1.59606 ± 13395.7 ± 4.751.2 ± 1.91.78 ± 1.33*P* value\*0.3930.7650.1900.2870.2300.493*FP* fore-period; %go and %stop: percentage of successful go and stop trials; *SSRT* stop-signal reaction time; *PES* post-error slowing; all values are mean ± standard deviation; \**P* value based on 2-tailed 2-sample *t* test for women vs. men

Brain imaging results {#Sec9}
---------------------

Because of the multiple contrasts examined in the current study, our plan was first to test for gender differences for each specific contrast using analysis of variance (ANOVA) or two-sided 2-sample *t* test, at a threshold of *p* \< 0.001, uncorrected, and five voxels in the extent of activation (see below). For each contrast that showed significant gender differences, we further examined the regional brain activations associated with that contrast separately for women and men, in order to identify the sources of variation.

The results showed that men and women did not differ in the neural correlates of response inhibition in the contrast of short vs. long SSRT (ANOVA). By comparing men and women directly for the contrast SS\>SE, we showed that men activated a number of cortical and subcortical structures during SS, as compared to SE, more than women. These regions included the frontopolar and perigenual anterior cingulate cortices, and superior colliculus (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}; Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). We derived the effect sizes of the contrast SS \> SE for each of the seven regions that showed activity difference between men and women (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, both men and women showed greater activation (but to a different extent) in the superior colliculus during SE compared to SS. On the other hand, perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC) showed greater activity during SE, in contrast to SS, in women, while the reverse seems to be the case in men. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the regional brain activation for SS vs. SE trials, separately for men and women. Overall, men seemed to show greater activation during SS\>SE compared to women in frontal brain regions, while women appeared to show greater activation during SE\>SS in cingulate brain regions as well as many subcortical structures such as the thalamus. Fig. 2Brain regions showing greater activation during stop success (SS) \> stop error (SE) in men, as compared to women. BOLD contrasts are superimposed on a T1 structural image in sagittal sections from x = −16 to x = +4. Adjacent sections are 4 mm apart. Color bar represents voxel T value. Activated regions are summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Apart from the pre-supplementary motor area, these brain regions are distinct from the structures that were implicated in response inhibition in our previous work (shown here in BLUE, Li et al. [@CR57]), suggesting that error processing may play a primary role in mediating these differencesTable 2Regions showing greater activation in men, compared to women, for SS \> SEcluster size (voxels)voxel Z valueMNI coordinate (mm)SideIdentified brain regionnotation in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}xyz123.83−28−56−40Lcerebellum1413.63−4360Lperigenual anterior cingulate253.63−3236−16Lorbital frontal G3113.60−163644Lsuperior frontal G4143.5705636Ranterior pre-SMA553.51243652Rsuperior frontal G673.448−28−8Rsuperior colliculus7*SS* stop success; *SE* stop error; *G* gyrus; *pre-SMA* pre-supplementary motor area; based on *p* \< 0.001, uncorrected, and five voxels in extentFig. 3Effect sizes for the contrast stop success (SS) \> stop error (SE) plotted separately for men and women for the seven regions in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Vertical bars represented the standard deviation. Men and women showed opposite pattern of activity between SS and SE for the pre-supplementary motor area (**a**), perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (**d**), and cerebellum (**f**). Men and women both showed greater activation during SS compared to SE in superior (**c**, **e**) and orbital (**g**) frontal gyri. Men and women both showed less activation during SS compared to SE in the superior colliculus (**b**)Fig. 4Brain regions showing differential activation between stop success (SS) and stop error (SE) in women (**a**) and men (**b**). BOLD contrasts are superimposed on a T1 structural image in axial sections from y = −42 to y = +66. Adjacent sections are 6 mm apart. Color bar represents voxel T values: warm color: SS\>SE; winter color: SE\>SS. Image orientation is neurological (i.e., Right=Right). Square boxes highlight the approximate locations of the seven regions that differ in the contrast between men and women (see also Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"})

We examined whether men and women differ in regional brain activity after they encountered a stop success or error trial. Thus, we contrasted between post-SS go (pSS) and post-go go (pG) trials, between post-SE go (pSE) and pG trials, and between pSS and pSE trials. Only the contrast between pSE and pG trials revealed significant gender differences. Compared to women, men showed greater activity in the right inferior parietal cortex (angular gyrus), superior frontal and inferior temporal gyri during pSE compared to pG go trials (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Men showed greater activity in all of the four structures during pSE compared to the pG trials, while the reverse was true of women. Examining men and women separately, we observed that men and women both showed less activation of the paracentral lobules, posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus, and anterior cingulate cortex, during pSE, compared to pG, trials (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Men also showed greater activation in the right frontal and parietal cortices during pSE compared to pG trials. Table 3Regions showing greater activation in men, compared to women, for post-SE go (pSE) \> post-go go (pG) trialscluster size (voxels)voxel Z valueMNI coordinate (mm)SideIdentified brain regionEffect size (pSE\>pG)Notation In Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}xyzmenwomen453.6548−6032Rinferior parietal cortex0.71 ± 1.43−1.16 ± 1.511153.64362448Rsuperior frontal G1.25 ± 1.47−0.41 ± 1.56273.47−322452Lsuperior frontal G0.86 ± 1.66−0.74 ± 1.29373.3460−20−20Rinferior temporal G0.61 ± 1.23−0.83 ± 1.414*SE* stop error; *G* gyrus; based on *p* \< 0.001, uncorrected, and five voxels in extent of activationFig. 5Brain regions showing differential activation between post-stop error go (pSE) and post-go go (pG) trials in women (**a**) and men (**b**). BOLD contrasts are superimposed on a T1 structural image in axial sections from y = −42 to y = +66. Adjacent sections are 6 mm apart. Color bar represents voxel T values: warm color: pSE\>pG; winter color: pSE\<pG. Image orientation is neurological (i.e., Right=Right). Overall, men and women both showed cerebral "deactivation" following an error. Unlike women, however, men also activated a few brain regions following an error. Square boxes highlight the approximate locations of the four regions that differ in the contrast between men and women

We examined the neural processes involved in post-SS and post-SE behavioral adjustment (Li et al. [@CR58]). The results showed that women but not men activated the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) during post-SS slowing (x = 16, y = −52, z = 40; voxel Z = 3.20, Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, both men and women activated and did not differ in right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) during post-SE slowing in go trial RT (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with our earlier work, VLPFC activity was not correlated with PES (*p*'s \> 0.6, Pearson regression, for men and women separately or for all subjects combined). PCC activity was not correlated with post-SS slowing in women (*p* \> 0.6, Pearson regression). Fig. 6Brain regions showing increased activity during post-stop success slowing in go trial RT (pSSi\>pSSni) for women (**a**) and men (**b**), and during post-stop error slowing in go trial RT (pSEi\>pSEni) for women (**c**) and men (**d**). BOLD contrasts are superimposed on a T1 structural image. Color bar represents voxel T values. Image orientation is neurological (i.e., Right=Right). Both women and men showed activation in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) during post-error slowing. Women but not men also showed activation of the posterior cingulate cortex during post-stop success slowing

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

Women and men did not differ in terms of their behavioral performance in the stop signal task. This finding was important as it allowed us to examine performance-invariant gender differences in cognitive control as embodied by the stop signal task.

Response inhibition indexed by the stop signal reaction time (SSRT) {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

At a threshold of *p *\< 0.001, uncorrected, women and men did not differ in regional brain activation during response inhibition as indicated by the SSRT. Although men and women each showed greater activation of the pre-SMA and the caudate tail, when short and long SSRT groups were contrasted (data not shown, replicating Li et al. [@CR55]), the differences did not manifest with direct group comparison.

Error processing {#Sec12}
----------------

Compared with women, men showed greater activation in cerebellum, frontal cortical areas, and the superior colliculus, for the contrast stop success (SS) \> stop error (SE). These differences in regional activation largely reflect greater cerebral and cerebellar responses to SE, compared to SS, in women, and greater responses to SS, compared to SE, in men. For instance, thalamus including the superior colliculus activated during SE, compared to SS, both in men and women, but this differential activation was more prominent in women. These differential responses can be more clearly observed by viewing Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, where the effect sizes of SS \> SE trials are plotted for individual ROIs. Greater thalamic activation during SE perhaps reflected more extensive performance monitoring and feedback or saliency processing in women, compared to men (Christoffels et al. 2007; Hester et al. [@CR42]; Maltby et al. [@CR66]; Ogawa et al. [@CR75]; Rubia et al. [@CR85]).

Men showed greater activity in the perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), anterior medial superior frontal cortex (SFC), and cerebellum during SS \> SE, while women showed the opposite pattern of responses. The anterior medial SFC and cerebellum has been implicated in learning and updating "cognitive sets" during performance of behavioral tasks that require executive functions (Beauchamp et al. [@CR4]; Collette et al. [@CR17]; Dreher et al. [@CR23]). In particular, cerebellum has long been implicated in feedback processing during motor control (Christensen et al. [@CR15]; Diedrichsen et al. [@CR22]; Grafton et al. [@CR34]; Jenmalm et al. [@CR48]; Milner et al. [@CR71]; Ogawa et al. [@CR75]). Recently Ito speculated about a role of the cerebellum in embodying an internal model of mental activities other than movement control (Ito [@CR47]). These opposite patterns of cerebral responses between SS and SE trials perhaps suggested that there were fundamental differences in the way men and women perform the stop signal task.

Post-error processing {#Sec13}
---------------------

Both men and women showed less activation of many areas in the default circuitry during go trials following a stop error, as compared to those following a go trial (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This pattern of BOLD signal "deactivation" could suggest that participants were "geared up" for better task performance after they committed a mistake (Greicius et al. [@CR35]; Li et al. [@CR60], [@CR61]; Raichle et al. [@CR82]; Shulman et al. [@CR89]; Tomasi et al. [@CR96]; Weissman et al. [@CR103]). Interestingly, while this pattern of "deactivation" predominated both in men and women, men showed greater activation in a number of frontal cortical structures as well as in cerebellum. A direct comparison revealed greater activation in men of the right angular gyrus, bilateral superior frontal gyri, and right inferior temporal gyrus during post-SE go compared to post-go go trials, while the reverse was true of women. Intraparietal and superior frontal cortices are involved in top-down, goal-directed selection of stimuli and responses (see Corbetta and Shulman [@CR19], for a review). This gender difference thus suggests that, in addition to "deactivating" the default mode brain regions, men also engaged an endogenous attention system in preparation for an upcoming trial, compared to women. This finding along with greater error-related activity in women, as compared to men, may indicate fundamental differences in the temporal dynamics with which men and women respond to errors during a cognitive task that requires moment-to-moment monitoring of performance.

Post-stop trial behavioral adjustment {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------

Women and men both involved the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortices (VLPFC) during post-error behavioral adjustment. However, compared to men, who did not show specific regional brain activity, women activated the posterior cingulate cortex during post-SS slowing in go trial RT. Our previous fMRI study of 40 healthy (20 men) subjects showed VLPFC activity during post-SE slowing (PES) in go trial RT (Li et al. [@CR58]). In addition, we were not able to identify a specific area to mediate post-SS slowing and suggested that post-SS slowing might not involve an active decision process as engaged during PES. The observation in the current study of greater posterior cingulate activity indicates that, compared to men, women engaged the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) during post-SS slowing, as PCC neurons were implicated in signaling behavioral outcomes and action orientations (McCoy and Platt [@CR70]). On the other hand, this PCC activity may also reflect that, compared to men, women were involved to a greater extent in "mental reflection" during pSS slowing (Vogt and Laureys [@CR99]).

Potential implications for gender differences in psychopathology {#Sec15}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Men and women are noted to have different clinical profiles for psychiatric conditions. For instance, compared to women, men are more likely to have diagnosis of substance abuse, which, directly or indirectly, reflect their differences in cognitive control (Berkowitz and Perkins [@CR6]; Huselid and Cooper [@CR45]; Nagoshi et al. [@CR74]; Thomas 1995; Rosenblitt et al. [@CR84]; Whiteside and Lynam [@CR104]; Windle [@CR105]). The interplay between stressful life events and cognitive style may explain at least, in part, the greater prevalence of major depression in women than in men (Mazure and Maciejewski [@CR69]). Cognitive vulnerability has been suggested as an important mediator of gender differences in the clinical profiles of bipolar disorder (Alloy et al. [@CR1]). Cognitive behavioral therapies have shown effectiveness in the management of irritable bowel syndrome, a condition that predominantly affects women (Heitkemper et al. [@CR41]). Studies have also suggested an important role of cognitive distortion of body schema in the pathogenesis of eating disorders, which affect predominantly women (Powell and Hendricks [@CR78]). Characterizing the brain processes---the intermediate phenotypes---of cognitive control thus represents an important step in understanding the gender differences found in these disorders.

Prior neuroimaging studies revealed a number of structures that link depression to deficits in cognitive control (Compton et al. [@CR18]; Fales et al. [@CR25]; Hardin et al. [@CR39]; Harvey et al. [@CR40]; Holmes and Pizzagalli [@CR43], [@CR44]; Matthews et al. [@CR68]). However, gender differences have not been explored in these studies. The current findings may thus provide useful information to investigate the neural basis of gender differences in depression. For instance, Staley and colleagues showed that serotonin transporter availability decreased in the diencephalon in patients with major depression, compared to healthy controls, and such a decrease was more prominent in women than men (Staley et al. [@CR93]). Given the role of serotonergic neurotransmission in cognitive control and impulsivity (Gorwood et al. [@CR33]; Mann et al. [@CR67]; Purselle and Nemeroff [@CR79]; Retz et al. [@CR83]; Strobel et al. [@CR95]; Walderhaug et al. [@CR102]; see, however, Clark et al. [@CR16] for negative evidence), the current findings of greater error-evoked thalamic activity in women seem to indicate a potentially useful intermediate neural phenotype to further elucidate gender differences in depression.

On another speculative note, although the differences do not manifest in direct group comparison, men engage pre-supplementary motor area and caudate nucleus involved in motor response inhibition (Li et al. [@CR55]) while women activate the caudate tail mediating visual discrimination learning (Brown et al. [@CR12]; Li et al. [@CR55]; Seger [@CR88]) when individuals with short and long stop signal reaction time are contrasted. This finding suggests that prepotent motor responses---a "habit"---are more easily evoked in men, a tendency that could predispose them to impulse control including substance use disorders. Studies are warranted to investigate whether the differential engagement of response inhibition and association learning circuits could serve as a neural signature of behavioral impulsivity.

Conclusions {#Sec16}
===========

In summary, we showed that men and women differ in the neural processes underlying cognitive control. In particular, women showed greater error-related activity, compared to men. Since behavioral errors frequently engage cortical and subcortical activity that can also be evoked during affective processing, these results suggest the importance in further pursuing gender differences in the effects of affective processing on cognitive control (Pessoa [@CR77]).
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AC-PC: anterior commissure- posterior commissure; dACC: dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; rACC: rostral anterior cingulate cortex; BA: Brodmann area; BOLD: blood oxygenation level dependent; dACC: dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; EPI: echo-planar imaging; F: go error trials; FDR: false discovery rate; fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging; FP: fore-period; FWE: family-wise error; G: go success trials; GLM: generalized linear model; HRF: hemodynamic response function; IFC: inferior frontal cortex; MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute; PES: post-error slowing; pG: post-go go trial; pSE: post-stop error go trial; pSEi: post-stop error go trial with increase in reaction time; pSEni: post-stop error go trial without increase in reaction time; pSS: post-stop success go trial; pSSi: post-stop success go trial with increase in reaction time; pSSni: post-stop success go trial without increase in reaction time; preSMA: pre-supplementary motor area; RF: radiofrequency; ROI: region of interest; RT: reaction time; SE: stop error; SFC: superior frontal cortex; SPM: Statistical Parametric Mapping; SS: stop success; SSD: stop-signal delay; SSRT: stop-signal reaction time; SST: stop-signal task; TE: echo time; TR: repetition time; VLPFC: ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.
